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 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The client is a global asset 

management bank looking to 

identify and design enhancements 

for their risk management and 

performance reporting capabilities. 

By collaborating with Saisystems 

Technology, the client achieved: 

 A uniquely designed portfolio

manager

 Mitigation of data collection and

analyses processes

HOW SERVICES HELPED 

Saisystems Technology analyzed the 

existing database and data sets to 

understand the current state. After 

initial observation, the team created 

functional specifications for 

performance and risk attribution 

reports that flowed across asset 

classes, sectors and countries. 

RESULTS, RETURN ON INVESTMENT AND FUTURE PLANS 

Our team analyzed and modeled all inputs that contributed to the 

calculation of the client’s portfolio Net Asset Value (NAV). This included 

corporate actions, fee accruals, future positions, and more. Additional 

data modeling actions included: 

 Identifying entity types

 Identifying attributes

 Applying naming conventions

 Identifying relationships

 Applying data model patterns

 High-level conceptualization

 Assigning keys

 Normalizing to reduce data

redundancy

 Denormalizing to improve

performance

Through collaboration between the Saisystems Technology team and 

representatives from the client, our services enabled the Chief 

Information Officer to track performance drivers of various portfolios 

and evaluate risk metrics of investment themes. 

Our team also provided value add service through the unique portfolio 

manager designed for the client's needs. The portfolio manager had 

the capabilities to forecast NAV, better manage cash reserves and 

monitor capital flow. 

Saisystems Technology accomplished all objectives within the timeline 

established by the client. Our team also took extra care to mitigate the 

data collection and analysis processes with minimal user impact so that 

client operations could continue during various project phases. 

CHALLENGES 

Companies conduct data analyses to 

review a type of data required or 

gathered by a business. The usual 

challenge is to view different 

elements and evaluate trends or 

patterns from disparate data 

sources. The client also had a 

secondary focus on portfolio 

management and monitoring. Our 

team implemented three basic 

styles of data modeling:  conceptual, 

logical, and physical. 
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